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Abstract: This paper explores why and how dominant international social standards used in the
fashion industry are prone to implementation failures. A qualitative multiple-case study method was
conducted, using purposive sampling to select 13 apparel supply chain actors. Data were collected
through on-site semi-structured face-to-face interviews. The findings of the study are interpreted by
using core tenets of agency theory. The case study findings clearly highlight why and how multi-tier
apparel supply chains fail to implement social standards effectively. As a consequence of substantial
goal conflicts and information asymmetries, sourcing agents and suppliers are driven to perform
opportunistic behaviors in form of hidden characteristics, hidden intentions, and hidden actions,
which significantly harm social standards. Fashion retailers need to empower their corporate social
responsibility (CSR) departments by awarding an integrative role to sourcing decisions. Moreover,
accurate calculation of orders, risk sharing, cost sharing, price premiums, and especially guaranteed
order continuity for social compliance are critical to reduce opportunistic behaviors upstream of
the supply chain. The development of social standards is highly suggested, e.g., by including novel
metrics such as the assessment of buying practices or the evaluation of capacity planning at factories
and the strict inclusion of subcontractors’ social performances. This paper presents evidence from
multiple Vietnamese and Indonesian cases involving sourcing agents as well as Tier 1 and Tier
2 suppliers on a highly sensitive topic. With the development of the conceptual framework and
the formulation of seven related novel propositions, this paper unveils the ineffectiveness of social
standards, offers guidance for practitioners, and contributes to the neglected social dimension in
sustainable supply chain management research and accountability literature.

Keywords: social sustainability; social standards; fashion/apparel industry; SSCM; developing countries

1. Introduction

Retailers are held increasingly accountable for the social impact of their production
activities [1,2], and the imperative to implement SSCM (sustainable supply chain manage-
ment) related compliance practices is vital to reduce social risks in the supply chain [3–5].
One predominantly discussed compliance practice is the widespread adoption and use of
international social accountability standards [6,7], which aim to set social sustainability
guidelines for the respective supply chain partners in order to mitigate social risks through
auditing and monitoring mechanisms [3,8]. In fact, given the globally fragmented, complex,
and dynamic supply chain structure in the apparel industry and the enormous price and
lead time pressures, significant problems arise in managing social issues in multi-tier sup-
ply chains through social standards [9–12]. Although the garment sector widely accepted
the use of private social standards such as BSCI (Business Social Compliance Initiative),
WRAP (Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production), and SA8000 (Social Accountability
8000 Standard) [13], which may increase legitimacy and credibility to stakeholders, it has
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been criticized for its improvements of the working conditions, especially for upstream
supply chain actors in developing countries [10,14–17].

For example, two of the five factories of the Rana Plaza incident, which killed over
1134 people and injured thousands more, were audited a few months earlier by independent
auditing companies on the basis of BSCI [18]. Another tragic example is the fire in a
Pakistani garment factory in 2012 that killed around 300 people due to locked emergency
exits and blocked windows, although the factory passed an independent third-party
audit for SA8000 certification few weeks earlier [19,20]. These incidents as well as the
massive reports on sweatshop conditions in the apparel industry raise many reasonable
doubts about the nature and effectiveness of social standards [6,21–24]. In this respect,
previous research proposes that social standard implementation failures might be caused
by opportunistic behaviors in supply chains, usually driving supply chain actors to violate
standards [25,26]. However, evidence from a real-life context is scarce. Nevertheless,
there is an urgent need for the exploration of social standard implementation on the spot,
which includes the views and behaviors of developing country suppliers in multi-tier
supplier chain settings [27–30]. The following research question will help to uncover why
opportunistic behaviors are performed in multi-tier apparel supply chains, which are
leading to significant social standard implementation failures.

RQ: Why are apparel sourcing agents and suppliers prone to opportunistic behaviors
and how do these behaviors impede the effectiveness of social standard implementation in
multi-tier supply chains?

Accordingly, critical research gaps are addressed. First, this study contributes to the
neglected social dimension in SSCM related research [5,31,32]. Based on evidence from
developing country suppliers, this study further provides a rich understanding of why
the implementation of social standards in multi-tier supply chain settings are defective,
addressing a serious shortfall [5,29,31,33–35]. Further, the adoption of agency theory tenets
to identify opportunistic behaviors of apparel sourcing agents and suppliers is limited,
however useful for uncovering social standard failures from an organizational relationship
perspective [17,29,32,36,37]. Drawing on agency theory, this study aims to develop a
conceptual map and formulate novel propositions that inform apparel supply chain actors
of why and how their behaviors lead to social standard implementation failures [5].

The next section presents the theoretical background of the study and proposes the
guiding theoretical framework. The main components of the theoretical framework will
be explained and justified by linking agency theory to social standard implementation in
multi-tier supply chains. Section 3 outlines the research design and respective methodology.
Section 4 reports on the cross-case findings. Section 5 discusses the findings, outlines novel
propositions, and develops a conceptual map useful for the SSCM and social accountability
debate. Lastly, this paper ends with conclusions, managerial implications, and further
research avenues.

2. Theoretical Background

In order to manage social issues in supply chains, retailers can apply three major
responsible supply chain actions, i.e., compliance, supplier development, and communica-
tion practices [5]. In this regard, former studies of the SSCM stream discuss compliance
practices through standards, audits, and monitoring as vital capabilities for the manage-
ment of social risks, stakeholder pressures, and the improvement of social performance
in the supply chain [29,31,38–40]. As Turker and Altuntas [8] summarize, “compliance,
monitoring, and auditing are the main component of current SSCM to avoid risks, improve
supply chain performance, and set clear criteria for suppliers”. Researchers stress the
scarce evidence on the dissemination of these compliance practices throughout the entire
supply chain, especially how upstream suppliers are affected by the buyer’s social stan-
dard requirements and how these requirements are passed on to first-tier and lower-tier
suppliers [27,28,41,42]. Despite the growing interest in analyzing management practices
in multi-tier supply chains, Tachizawa and Wong [33] emphasize the importance of in-
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vestigating the context under which management practices, such as compliance practices,
may be effective. This raises the question about the conditions social standards are exposed
to, assuming that multi-tier supply chains are governed by substantial goal conflicts and
information asymmetries [25,34,43].

In accordance with the goal of this paper, the author focuses solely on compliance
practices that suggest the use of (private) social standards and respective social auditing
and monitoring activities [5,8]. Therefore, it is important to note that BSCI, WRAP, and
SA8000 have been selected for this study, because they are predominantly used in the
apparel industry [44–47]. Ultimately, this work can be settled confidently within the field
of SSCM [40,48] and contributes to sustainability accountability research [1,7].

2.1. Social Standards in Multi-Tier Apparel Supply Chains

Besides the traditional order winning criteria such as price, lead time, capacity, quality,
and technical requirements, apparel retailers usually insist on social standard certification
in order to communicate social accountability to stakeholders and manage (mitigate) social
risks in their supply chains [7,49,50]. Typically, apparel retailers require compliance with
BSCI, WRAP, and SA8000 from their upstream supply chain partners [13,45]. In short,
while SA8000 is multi-stakeholder initiated (MSI), WRAP and BSCI are business driven
initiatives, i.e., initiated by industry associations (IA). In this respect, SA8000 and WRAP
involve accreditation systems (certification), whereas BSCI suggests a common code of
conduct that is initiated by a group of companies and requires social audit and report
systems. All three social standards refer to the production sites (suppliers), are basically
informed by ILO (International Labor Organization)conventions; share similarities in their
codes regarding, e.g., child labor, harassment and abuse, non-discrimination, forced labor,
wages and benefits, working hours, disciplinary practices, and the right to freedom of
association, health, and safety; and require social audits and monitoring [16,45,51,52].
To that effect, BSCI, WRAP, and SA8000 suggest accredited third-party auditing companies
to audit, monitor, and verify compliance of a supplier against the respective codes [7,17,53].

In order to disseminate social standards and coordinate their implementation in a
multi-tier supply chain setting, literature suggest the “indirect” supplier management
practice [33]. This approach is based on Mena et al.’s [54] “open” structure in multi-tier
supply chains, in which information and products flow in a linear fashion, i.e., from
second-tier supplier to first-tier supplier, and from first-tier supplier finally to the buyer.
Here the buyers are in no direct relationship with lower-tier suppliers and thus exert
pressure and expect their first-tier suppliers to ensure social standard implementation and
effectiveness further upstream in the supply chain [27,41]. Accordingly, first-tier suppliers
assume a double agency role, since they are not only asked to ensure social standard
implementation in its own operations (i.e., primary agency role), but also take over the
responsibility to diffuse and pass through social standards to lower-tier suppliers and
ensure compliance (i.e., secondary agency role) [34,55]. In fact, social standards such as
BSCI, WRAP, and SA8000 dictate the first-tier supplier’s responsibility to monitor and
assess their direct lower-tier suppliers, i.e., second-tier suppliers against the respective
principles of the standard [56]. Hence, by requiring a certain social standard, buyers simply
pass on responsibility and rely on their first-tier suppliers to manage their lower-tier
suppliers. However, researchers criticize the fact that the buyer’s perspective and their
first-tier supplier relationship has been investigated predominantly, while there is little
known about how (lower-tier) suppliers perceive the social compliance strategies of their
buyers [27,28]. Moreover, the sourcing agent as an intermediary between the buyer and the
first-tier supplier has been neglected widely in multi-tier supply chain research, although
researchers found that a sourcing agent assumes high responsibility for managing and
ensuring the implementation of required social standards further upstream in the supply
chain [57]. However, it remains unclear how social standard implementation will be
diffused and implemented in “indirect” multi-tier supply chain structures considering
another additional supply chain actor, i.e., the sourcing agent as a mediator [11,58,59].
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As the explanatory power of agency theory has been considered to be highly useful to
interpret global supply chain relations [25], this study investigates how upstream supply
chain behaviors might affect the implementation of required social standards [33].

2.2. Agency Theory

Agency theory intends to study relationships “in which one party (acting as principal)
delegates work to another party (the agent), who performs the work” [60]. In an agency
relationship, the contract is of core interest, which determines that the agent performs some
required services on the behalf of the principal, whereas the principal commits to com-
pensating the agent accordingly [61–63]. As a result, the principal seeks the most efficient
contract, while agency models predominantly consider the principal’s perspective [61].
Consequently, agency theory is primarily focusing on “the most efficient contract governing
the principal–agent relationship”, because opportunistic behaviors (agency problems) are
expected to occur based on four underlying assumptions [60,62]:

1. Given that both principals and agents are motivated by economic self-interest to
maximize profits (homo oeconomicus), goal conflicts between the two parties emerge
that cause agency problems [60–64].

2. Therefore, agents are motivated to withhold information that is of interest to the
principal, or the agent is driven to convey false information about its efforts during
the contract, i.e., information asymmetries are likely to occur [61]. In this context,
the degree of information asymmetry determines the possibilities of opportunistic
behavior in the agency relationship [65]. Bergen et al. (1992) differentiate between
two models of agency problems that emerge: hidden information (adverse selec-
tion), which arises ex-ante, i.e., pre-contractually, and hidden action (moral haz-
ard), which arises ex-post, i.e., post-contractually. Meanwhile, other authors divide
hidden information imbalances into hidden characteristics, hidden intentions, and
hidden information/knowledge, allowing for a more detailed analysis of agency
problems [64–67].

3. Principals and agents have different attitudes toward risk, which may lead both
parties to take different courses of action, thus creating conflicting goals [60,61,68].
Traditionally, agency theory argues that the principal is risk neutral, while the agent
is risk averse [61,62,69].

4. However, it is expected that environmental uncertainties outside of each actor’s
control may affect the outcome [64,66,69,70]. Hence, as one party needs to bear the
risk, it is assumed that principals shift risk to the agents when outcome uncertainty is
high [60,61,71].

In response to the agency problems, formulating an appropriate compensation contract
is vital to reduce goal conflicts and information asymmetries by considering behavior-
based versus outcome-based contracts [43,61,71]. Nevertheless, both contract types are
per se incomplete [64,72,73] and tied to agency costs [61], such as time and costs for
measuring behavior or outcome [60,69]. Accordingly, safeguards [26] have been introduced
as complementary means, comprising incentives and sanctions as supportive mechanisms
to align the agent’s interests with the principal’s own goals [25,67,73,74]. However, it needs
to be noted that these additional safeguarding activities incur further (agency) costs [69].

2.3. Applicability of Agency Theory on the Implementation of Social Standards in Multi-Tier
Apparel Supply Chains

In the context of supply chain management (SCM), previous researchers success-
fully employed agency theory to investigate the interaction of buyer–supplier relation-
ships [36,70]. Fayezi et al. [36] state, the “theory identifies behavioral change by supply
chain actors and sheds light on activities involving principal and agent, self-interest, risk
aversion, lack of trust, goal conflict, and imperfect policy implementation”. Although re-
searchers point at the explanatory power of agency theory in SCM disciplines [75], only few
researchers adopted agency theory to investigate the use of social standards in multi-tier
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supply chains [25,34,55,76,77]. In their study, Delbufalo and Bastl [77] argue that social
standards such as BSCI, SA8000, or WRAP contain elements of both behavior-based and
outcome-based contracts to justify the applicability of agency theory.

It is noteworthy that agency theory traditionally focuses on dyadic relationships
but needs to be extended when approaching a multi-tier supply chain setting, as one
supply chain actor can occupy both the principal and agent role [34,36,78]. Hence, when
applying agency theory to an “indirectly” managed multi-tier supply chain [33], the buyer
is considered as the principal, and the sourcing agent is an agent to the buyer. Following this
logic, the sourcing agent is principal to the first-tier supplier and the first-tier supplier an
agent to the sourcing agent. Accordingly, the first-tier supplier is a principal to the lower-tier
supplier and the lower-tier supplier an agent to the first-tier. As all upstream supply chain
actors assume the role of an agent for the implementation of social standards, opportunistic
behavior can be expected, which translates into social standard implementation failures [25].
Pedersen and Andersen [26] emphasize that social standard implementation is prone to
opportunism due to (agency) costs and time incurred, usually driving suppliers to violate
standards for financial gains. Hence, the rationale behind opportunistic behavior that leads
to social standard implementation failures may arise due to agency variables governing
multi-tier supply chain settings [33]. Borrowing from agency theory, these variables
include goal conflicts, information asymmetries, risk attitude, outcome uncertainty, and
safeguards, which may affect successful social standard implementation in multi-tier
fashion supply chains [25,36]. Drawing on the literature on multi-tier SSCM and social
standard implementation, Figure 1 has been developed and proposes the exploratory
research framework of this study. The main components of the guiding framework will be
discussed in the following sections and justify the applicability of agency theory to social
standard implementation in multi-tier apparel supply chains.

Figure 1. Exploratory research framework.

2.3.1. Goal Conflicts and Information Asymmetries in Multi-Tier Fashion Supply Chains

Besides downward price and lead time pressures, suppliers are additionally required
to implement the fashion retailer’s required social standard(s) [12,31]. This implies that on
the one hand, suppliers need to offer highly competitive price and lead time conditions
in order to win the contract, while on the other hand, agency costs emerge due to the
assumed double agency role that, e.g., first-tier suppliers assume. These agency costs
usually comprise additional time and costs for successful social standard implementation,
ensuring compliance with lower-tier suppliers [34]. For example, the costs for consulting
a third-party to audit the supplier accordingly [7,15,16] or respective corrective actions
require further costs typically carried by the suppliers [11,26,79]. These costs might drive
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substantial goal conflicts among supply chain members [31,80]. Additionally, fashion
supply chains are typically plagued by transparency issues because of their highly complex
and globally fragmented character with multiple (lower-tier) suppliers located in different
countries [12,31]. Therefore, information asymmetries are likely to occur, and it is difficult
for the buyers to monitor the supplier’s behavior. Although previous research argues
that social standards can be a tool to reduce information asymmetries [17,76,81], it can be
assumed that developing country upstream suppliers may have an economic incentive to
convey false information about their efforts for social standard implementation and behave
opportunistically for financial reasons [23,25,26].

2.3.2. Risk Attitude for Social Standard Implementation

Against the traditional view of risk neutral principals and risk averse agents, it has
been argued that this might be different in a multi-tier supply chain context, especially
due to reputational and economic consequences in case of social issues in the supply
chain [4,82,83]. Hence, in buyer–supplier relationships, apparel retailers (principal) are
assumed to be highly risk averse, due to the potential consequences in the case that
stakeholders detect social issues in their supply chains and attribute these violations to
the retailer’s social accountability [1,4,25]. However, sourcing agents and suppliers are
expected to be highly risk averse as well, because they can be held accountable by the
respective buying firms for causing social standard implementation failures leading to
reputation and order losses [17,84]. In light of the risk attitude of each supply chain actor,
at least one of the actors needs to bear the risk for ensuring successful social standard
implementation. Therefore, the responsibility and willingness to accept the risk for ensuring
successful implementation might fuel goal conflicts in multi-tier supply chain relationships.

2.3.3. Social Standard Implementation Uncertainty

As learned earlier, risk attitude in principal–agent relationships is further affected
by environmental uncertainties outside of each actor’s control. In this context, social
standard implementation success is affected by external and internal supply risk sources
typical for global supply chains [85–88]. For example, in the apparel industry, external
supply risk sources comprise specific country effects such as cultural differences, market
competition, and low local law regulations [89], and internal factors can include supply
capacity problems or low managerial skills [12,84], which can deteriorate the success
of social standard implementation. Given the external and internal supply risks that
potentially hinder social standard effectiveness, agency theory suggests that buyers and
suppliers are expected to take different courses of action, which may result in opportunistic
behavior [4,36,71].

2.3.4. Safeguards

In order to minimize the potential for social standard non-compliance, the buyer can
initiate safeguards that usually comprise incentives and sanctions [25,26,90]. For instance,
Emmelhainz and Adams (1999) indicate that commonly used penalties imposed by apparel
retailers in case of non-compliance are corrective actions, termination of relationship, and
cancellation of orders. Other authors discuss that cost sharing practices or financial support
provided by apparel retailers will lead to higher rates of social standard implementation
success [17]. Further authors specify that incentives such as reputation effects, price premi-
ums, offering long-term orders, and collaborative partnerships will motivate suppliers to
adopt and comply with social standards, thus reducing opportunistic behavior [39,80,89].

3. Methodology
3.1. Research Design

Given the early stages of social sustainability research and the ongoing lack of empiri-
cal evidence from developing countries, which serves the SSCM and social accountability
debate, the author adopts a qualitative multiple-case study approach [91–93]. Moreover,
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this study follows implications of other researchers in the field and draws on assumptions
of agency theory with the objective to explore failures in social standard implementation
in apparel supply chains in order to extend and develop existing theory [77]. The chosen
research design is useful to provide rich and detailed understanding of a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context, allows for triangulation of data, and enhances
validity concerns of the research [92–94]. Moreover, academics explicitly underline the
strength of multiple case study designs, particularly in producing convincing and robust
evidence by means of replication logic, increasing generalizability and offering an in-depth
exploration of the outlined research questions [92,93,95].

By considering the latest literature reviews, using case study methods in SSCM dis-
ciplines has been proved to be useful [5,36,96,97]. In fact, case study research in SCM
provides opportunities to build on theory, but also to develop theory [94,98–100]. Hence,
as the paper at hand aims to develop theory, case studies are suitable [91,92]. In line with
the theoretical research framework, the researcher is able to guide data collection and
analysis deductively; however, this study allows for inductive findings to extend and
develop theory accordingly [92,94,95,97]. By doing so, it outlines propositions that aim to
explain social standard implementation failures in apparel supply chains. It is important to
note here that it is not the major aim to test agency theory, but rather to use its tenets to
interpret the findings following a theory, suggesting an explanation approach proposed
by Zorzini et al. (2015). The units of analysis are the social standards, i.e., BSCI, WRAP,
and SA8000. To ensure rigor and quality of the research process and design chosen, the
researcher primarily follows the guidelines of Ridder [92], Eisenhardt and Graebner [91],
Seuring [99,100], Yin [93], and Voss et al. [94].

3.2. Case Selection

The case study locations were primarily Vietnam and Indonesia. Both are among
the Top 10 largest clothing exporters in 2017 [13,101] with their largest markets being the
U.S., Japan, and Europe [102,103]. Over the past years, Vietnam and Indonesia embraced
sustainability initiatives, and apparel factories in both countries are primarily accredited
by SA8000, BSCI, WRAP, Sedex, Better Work, and FLA to tackle social responsibility
concerns [13,101]. This makes both countries ideal research objects for the outlined research
questions. Cases in each of the countries were carefully chosen according to replication
logic [93] with the intention to reflect an indirectly governed multi-tier supply chain setting
that is in accordance with the proposed research framework in Figure 1. The supply chain
position of each case can be extracted from Table 1. It is important to note that all the
participant Tier 1 suppliers (Fact 1V—4V and 1I—5I) in the study are primarily active in
the FOB (Free on Board) export market. One distinctive feature appeared in Indonesia,
as the researcher was able to include a Tier 2 supplier, i.e., local non-export CM (contract
manufacturer) (Fact 6I), which is primarily active for the local market and thus holds
no export license and no international social standard certification, although frequently
processing orders for well-known western apparel brands, of which one is a client of
Int I. As both sourcing agents are suppliers for one prominent European apparel retailer
(Ret), the researcher included this particular buyer as a research case resulting in 13 cases
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Case company profiles.

Apparel Supply Chain
Actor

(Country Origin; Year of
Establishment)

Code Key Informant(s) Product Categories/Range

Company Size
(Employees; Pieces
Per Month; Partner

Factories)

Major Markets
(Brand Examples)

Social Certification
Standard/ Initiative

Retailer (Buyer)
Europe; no information to

keep company identity
unknown

Ret
Senior Corporate

Responsibility (CR)
Coordinator

Men’s and women´s apparel
including, e.g., jeanswear,

accessories, swimwear,
underwear, outerwear,

performance wear, footwear,
dresses, suits, etc.

15,000;
no information;
no information;

Global Fashion Retailer

SAI (SA8000)
member, FLA,

Partnership with
Better Work

Sourcing Agent
Vietnam; 2008

Int
V

Country Manager;
Compliance Manager;

Head-QA/QC and
Technical

Women’s, men’s, kids’ wear:
contemporary, casual, active wear:

t-shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts,
coordinates, denim, dresses,

chinos, cargo pants, five-pocket
pants, skirts, indoor jackets, men’s

shirts, outdoor jackets

150;
35 Partner Factories;

USA, Europe, Canada, UK
(Abercrombie & Fitch, PVH Corp.,

Fillipa K., Pepe Jeans, Marc o’
Polo, True Religion, Tom Tailor,

Urban Outfitters, etc.)

–

Factory (Tier 1 Supplier)
Vietnam; 2007

Fact
1V Compliance Manager Fleece, pants, shirts, blazers,

jackets
1700;
300

FOB: Europe and USA(Otto
Group, Perry Ellis, Helly Hansen,

Peak Performance)
SA8000, WRAP

Factory (Tier 1 Supplier)
Vietnam; 2005

Fact
2V

R&D Manager;
Compliance Manager

Jeans, non-denim pants, chinos,
skirts, dresses, jackets, shirts

1800;
405,600 (sewing),
1,000,000 (wash),
500,000 (dying),

100,000 (laser print)

FOB: USA, Europe, Asia(True
Religion, Urban Outfitters,
American Eagle Outfitters,

Dynamite, Tom Tailor, Tommy
Hilfiger, Walmart, Levis, Express,
Uniqlo, DKNY, Burberry, Forever

21, etc.)

Better Work, BSCI,
Sedex

Factory (Tier 1 Supplier)
Vietnam; 2002

Fact
3V Compliance Manager Blazers, coats, dresses, blouses,

pants, jackets
3300;
500

FOB: USA and Europe(Express,
BCBG, Chaus, Tesco, Tom Tailor,

Primark, New Look, etc.)

SA8000, Better Work,
Sedex

Factory (Tier 1 Supplier)
Vietnam; 1994

Fact
4V

Compliance Manager;
Vice Director;

Merchandise Manager
Dresses, blouses, coats, jackets 1600;

300,000—350,000

FOB: USA and Europe (Tom
Tailor, Woolworth, Express,

Chicos, Tommy Hilfiger, Calvin
Klein, etc.)

BSCI, WRAP, Sedex
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Table 1. Cont.

Apparel Supply Chain
Actor

(Country Origin; Year of
Establishment)

Code Key Informant(s) Product Categories/Range

Company Size
(Employees; Pieces
Per Month; Partner

Factories)

Major Markets
(Brand Examples)

Social Certification
Standard/ Initiative

Sourcing Agent
Indonesia; 2000

Int
I

Country Manager;
Compliance Manager;

Head-QA/QC and
Technical

Women’s, men’s and kids’ wear:
contemporary, casual, active wear:

t-shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts,
coordinates, denim, dresses,

accessories, blouses, chinos, cargo
pants, five-pocket pants, skirts,

indoor and outdoor jackets,
sweaters

140;
22 Partner Factories;

FOB: Europe, USA, Australia,
Canada (Asics, Bonita, K&L
Ruppert, Browning, Country

Road, Henri Lloyd, Huckberry,
Jack Wolfskin, LC Waikiki, Rebel
Sports, Skechers, Stadium, Tom

Tailor, etc.)

-

Factory (Tier 1 Supplier)
Indonesia; 2015

Fact
1I

Production Manager;
Compliance Managers

Travel and outdoor shirts, Jackets,
pants, shorts

1200;
180

FOB: USA and Europe (Tom
Tailor, S.Oliver, Quicksilver,

Huckberry, Levis, etc.)

BSCI, WRAP, Better
Work

Factory (Tier 1 Supplier)
Indonesia; 2009

Fact
2I Compliance Managers Casual sport garments: pants,

parka, jackets, snowboarding
1400;
150

FOB: USA and Europe (Tom
Tailor, Lacoste, Browning, etc.) BSCI, SA8000

Factory (Tier 1 Supplier)
Indonesia; 1998

Fact
3I

General Manager; QA
Manager; Compliance

Manager

Pants (denim, chinos), shorts
(chino, cargo), shirts, skirts,

jackets

2300;
280

FOB: USA, Europe, Asia (Duluth
Trading, J. Crew, Express, S.Oliver,

Calvin Klein Jeans, etc.)
WRAP, SA8000

Factory (Tier 1 Supplier)
Indonesia; 2014

Fact
4I Compliance Manager Knit sportswear, knit casual wear 1800;

250,000—300,000

FOB: USA, Europe (Adidas,
Justice, Massimo Dutti, Jack

Wolfskin)
Better Work

Factory (Tier 1 Supplier)
Indonesia; 1990

Fact
5I

Marketing Manager;
Compliance Managers

Trousers, jackets, pants, jersey,
shorts

3000;
850

FOB: USA and Europe (Nike, J.
Crew, S.Oliver, perry Ellis,

Browning, Jack Wolfskin, Umbro,
etc.)

WRAP, Better Work

Subcontractor/CM
Factory (Tier 2 Supplier)

Indonesia; 2011

Fact
6I

Factory
owners:Director;

Production Manager

Men’s, women’s and kids’ wear:
trousers, shirts (batik), pants,

jersey, modest fashion

no information;
150,000

Non-export CM (Contract
Manufacturer). Only local market,

but engaged in subcontracting
business for European brands,

e.g., Tom Tailor, etc.

No social standard
certification.
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3.3. Data Collection and Analysis

Data were collected in Europe, Vietnam, and Indonesia between March 2017 to May
2018. Based on the research framework guiding the study, the researcher developed an
interview guide (see Appendix A). To increase reliability of the multiple-case study, the
researcher prepared and utilized a case study protocol [92,93,104]. A total of 13 face-to-face
semi-structured interviews lasting 60–90 min were conducted.

In each case company, key informants accepted to participate and provided extensive
and sensitive information. Depending on the informants’ preference in Vietnam, the
interviews were carried out in English or Vietnamese and translated when necessary.
In Indonesia, all interviews were conducted in English. All interviews were audio recorded
and transcribed. Further, the researcher was allowed to discuss findings subsequent to
the interview, but also to contact the informants through follow-up mails and mobile-
phone messages to review transcripts, validate given information, and ensure clarity when
needed. Data were further supplemented with multiple sources of sensitive secondary
data relevant to the research objective, supporting triangulation and hence increasing
validity [93,94,100]. This includes detailed company profiles, third-party social audit
reports (i.e., BSCI, WRAP, SA8000), respective corrective action plans, social audit self-
assessment checklists (including initial audit checklists by sourcing agents), case company
policies and codes of conduct, but also intensive observational material on site such as
pictures, videos, and notes.

For data analysis, a computer-assisted software MAXQDA (MAX—Qualitative Data
Analysis) was employed. The semi-structured interviews and all additional material of the
13 cases were coded by using the thematic qualitative text analysis guideline proposed by
Kuckartz [105]. This follows a two-step analysis including within-case and a subsequent
cross-case analysis [94,106]. Table 2 summarizes the respective main thematic categories de-
rived from the theoretical research framework (Figure 1). Accordingly, each interview and
supplementary data were assigned case-by-case and line-by-line to the deductively derived
main thematic categories as suggested in Table 2. The respective emerging subcategories
have been included inductively. Subsequently, code-relation analysis was performed, offer-
ing insights to causal relationships of the categories, hence allowing for the development
of propositions and the theoretical framework in Figure 1 [105]. Quality was enhanced
by performing four suggested tests by Yin [93]. Construct validity was addressed by
considering multiple sources of evidence, and where possible, the chain of evidence was
established by collecting information from two or more interviewees of each case company.
Key informants were asked to review transcribed and summarized data [100]. By using the
agency theory lens for the interpretation of the findings, internal validity was addressed
and allows for pattern matching [93,97]. External validity was attained by replication logic
with cross-case analysis. Reliability was achieved by developing a case study protocol
and case study database (Yin, 2009, 2014). Additionally, coding reliability was ensured, as
the main thematic categories are theory-based and have been clearly defined in Table 2.
Inter-coder reliability was addressed by the involving one assistant researcher in the coding
process, as the cases have been analyzed separately [105,107]. It is noteworthy that the
researcher only presents findings of the cross-case analysis.
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Table 2. Main thematic categories guiding the study.

Theme Main Category Description for Main Category Application Supporting Literature

Agency theory
assumptions governing

multi-tier apparel supply
chains for social standard

implementation

Goal conflicts

Principals and agents are motivated by economic self-interest to
maximize their own profits (homo oeconomicus). Thus, different goals
between buyers and upstream suppliers emerge, which cause agency
problems and impede social standard implementation success.

Bergen et al., 1992; Eisenhardt, 1989b; Göbel, 2002; Jensen &
Meckling, 1976; Perrow, 1986; Delbufalo, 2018; Delbufalo &
Bastl, 2018; Fayezi et al., 2012; Zu & Kaynak, 2012; Bhaduri
& Ha-Brookshire, 2011; Hoejmose et al., 2014; Halldórsson
et al., 2015; Short et al., 2016; Stigzelius & Mark-Herbert,
2009; Wilhelm et al., 2016; Whipple & Roh, 2010

Information asymmetries

Upstream suppliers have better information about their tasks, abilities,
actions, or preferences, which cause agency problems. Accordingly,
upstream suppliers are motivated to withhold social standard specific
information that is of interest to the principal, or the upstream
suppliers are driven to convey false information about their efforts for
social standard implementation.

Bergen et al., 1992; Schölermann, 2003; Wilhelm et al., 2016,
Delbufalo, 2018; Delbufalo & Bastl, 2018; Ciliberti et al.,
2011

Agency costs
Costs and time incurred for social standard implementation and
ensuring compliance, e.g., monitoring activities, investments,
corrective actions, etc.

Gilbert et al., 2011; O’Rourke, 2003, 2006; Huq, Stevenson,
& Zorzini, 2014; Köksal et al., 2017; Emmelhainz & Adams,
1999; Masson et al., 2007; Pedersen & Andersen, 2006;
Delbufalo & Bastl, 2018

Outcome uncertainty

The success of social standard implementation is affected by external
and internal supply risk sources, e.g., cultural differences, market
competition, low local law regulations, capacity problems, or low
managerial skills.

Choi & Krause, 2006; Giannakis & Papadopoulos, 2016;
Keow Cheng & Hon Kam, 2008; Whipple & Roh, 2010;
Zsidisin & Ellram, 2003; Perry & Towers, 2013; Stigzelius &
Mark-Herbert, 2009; Yu, 2008

Risk attitude

Buyers and suppliers may have different attitudes towards risk due to
reputational and economic consequences in the case of social standard
implementation failures. Hence, the degree of risk aversion dictates
the willingness to accept the risk and responsibility for ensuring
successful social standard implementation.

Busse, 2016; Fayezi et al., 2012; Hajmohammad & Vachon,
2016; Rungtusanatham et al., 2007; Gualandris et al., 2015;
Wilhelm et al., 2016
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Table 2. Cont.

Theme Main Category Description for Main Category Application Supporting Literature

Agency problems
opportunistic behavior of

upstream supply chain
actors, which result in

social standard
implementation failures

Hidden characteristics

Ex-ante, the buyer has incomplete information on the suppliers
capabilities and qualification for ensuring social standard compliance.
Therefore, pre-contractually, the supplier may misrepresent its
capabilities for social implementation and compliance in order to win
the contract.

Broens, 2016; Göbel, 2002; Saam, 2007; Schölermann, 2003;
Spremann, 1990; Steinle et al., 2014; Welge & Eulerich, 2014;
Wiese & Toporowski, 2013; Arnold Picot Christine
Bortenlanger, 1997; Hess, 1999

Hidden intentions

Ex-ante, the buyer is not able to predict whether the supplier may
have the intention to act opportunistically during the contract period.
Consequently, hold-up problems may emerge, because the buyer
made specific irrevocable investments supporting the relationship to
foster social standard implementation. However, ex-post, distinctly
visible unfair practices that violate social standards during the
contract will corrupt these invests.

Hidden actions

Ex-post, opportunistic behavior performed by the supplier becomes
apparent in the lack of effort, the ability to shirk with guile or in other
words to cheat, mainly attributed to the self-interested behavior
assumption. These actions are invisible, and it is assumed that the
buyer’s limitation to monitor and evaluate the suppliers efforts to
comply with social standards.

Hidden information/
knowledge

Ex-post, the supplier has private knowledge on environmental
influences and processes that are relevant to evaluate social standard
implementation success. This knowledge is part of the supplier’s
professional or process knowledge, which he may use
opportunistically.

Safeguards
used to motivate and

improve social standard
implementation success in

multi-tier supply chains

Incentives

For example, higher order volumes, long-term orders/relationship,
and price premiums offered by buyers for successful social standard
implementation by upstream suppliers. This also includes reputation
effects, which improve public recognition of upstream suppliers,
which can lead to increased business with orders from other buyers.

Delbufalo, 2018; Pedersen & Andersen, 2006; Porteous
et al., 2015; Delbufalo & Bastl, 2018; Emmelhainz & Adams,
1999; Sartor et al., 2016, Huq et al., 2016, 2014; Yu, 2008

Sanctions
For example, penalties such as corrective actions, reduced business,
fines, or termination of contract with the supplier in case of social
standard violations
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4. Results

Drawing on the deductive main categories suggested in Table 2, this section presents
the cross-case findings of the 13 case study companies. Accordingly, Table A1 (see
Appendix A) depicts the main categories and related subcategories, which emerged from
the data (inductive).

By performing code-relation analysis, various causal links between the main categories
in Table A1 (see Appendix A) have been detected, suggesting nexus of agency variables,
which finally result in agency problems, i.e., social standard implementation failures in
indirectly governed multi-tier apparel supply chains:

• Goal conflicts are primarily caused by the apparel retailer’s unfair buying practices,
the risk attitude of each supply chain actor, and the lack of safeguards for social
standard implementation. The inductive findings suggest that it is misleading to
exclude apparel retailers from the analysis, as an apparel retailer’s unfair buying
practices have direct effects on the degree of goal conflicts further upstream the supply
chain. The higher the degree of conflicting goals, the more upstream supply chain
actors are willing to exploit information asymmetries.

• The degree of information asymmetries is naturally high. Due to spatial and cultural
distance, it is difficult to monitor each upstream supply chain actor’s behavior to
ensure effective social standard implementation and hence this provides space for
social standard implementation failures.

• Risk attitude for social standard implementation is affected by social standard imple-
mentation uncertainty. The effective implementation of social standards depends on
internal and external supply risks typical for multi-tier apparel supply chains. Except
for the Tier 2 supplier, all other supply chain actors are found to be highly risk averse;
however, sourcing agents and Tier 1 suppliers are pressured to accept the risk for
ensuring social standard effectiveness.

Figure 2 illustrates the key findings based on the described links between the agency
variables in multi-tier apparel supply chains.

Figure 2. Relationships of main categories based on code-relation analysis.

As can be extracted from Figure 2, goal conflicts and information asymmetries in
indirectly governed multi-tier apparel supply chains are the main antecedent variables for
social standard implementation failures. In accordance with Table A1 (see Appendix A),
the next sections present each agency variable depicted in Figure 2 through supportive
multiple evidence provided by the cases.
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4.1. Exploiting Information Asymmetries in Multi-Tier Apparel Supply Chains

Given the prevalent information asymmetries explained by the cases (13), the follow-
ing social standard failures have been primarily detected in Vietnamese and Indonesian
apparel supply chains: excessive overtime (13), mock compliance (12), subcontractor social
audits/monitoring (12), health and safety (11), compensation/wages and benefits (12), and
trainings for production workers (10). Information asymmetries have been discussed as
a natural “transparency” problem of apparel supply chains. Due to the spatial distance
between the supply chain actors, information imbalances are often exploited by upstream
suppliers. In this regard, all cases admit that multi-tier apparel supply chains typically
suffer from the distance between supply chain actors, and this makes it difficult to monitor
social standard effectiveness on a frequent basis. In fact, all Indonesian and Vietnamese
upstream suppliers confirm that substantial goal conflicts will drive them to take advan-
tage of the evident information asymmetries by performing opportunistic behavior. The
resulting agency problems are likely to corrupt social standard implementation with the
aim to compensate uneven benefits. Although social standards require third-party au-
dits, the increasing information imbalance in between these social audits provides plenty
of opportunities for opportunistic behaviors. The interviewees mention that excessive
overtimes, mock compliance, and subcontracting activities are frequently conducted by
Tier 1 suppliers with the ultimate aim to save costs, meet target lead times, or process
unexpected orders.

“To be honest with you, the biggest problem in almost every factory is overtime [ . . . ]
That is the biggest challenge, and not only in Vietnam, it might be everywhere in Asia”

(Int V—Head QA/QC and Technical).

Interestingly, the cases discuss excessive overtimes as a primary cause for health and
safety issues, because factory workers will lose their concentration and motivation to keep
up with health and safety guidelines. In this regard, mock compliance was discussed
as an effective practice to cover up excessive overtimes and health and safety violations
during social audits. The primary aim is to cheat on third-party auditors by using double
records for working hours, but also by preparing their facilities and workers for potential
interviews during third-party social audit days to convey compliance. The majority of
cases frankly discussed that announced and semi-announced third-party social audits are
worthwhile to engage in mock compliance. Another interesting violation emerged during
analysis, as the cases frequently mentioned cheating on payroll documents. Here, Tier 1
suppliers are motivated to save tax by paying out overtime compensations or insurance
payments in cash to the workers.

In the case of subcontracting activities to Tier 2 CMs, sourcing agents or Tier 1 suppliers
are obliged to inform the retailers and ensure that the respective subcontractor follows the
required social standard’s principles:

“ . . . you don’t know, really, if sourcing agents or suppliers will go to subcontract to
outside or not, because your brands will not stay everyday here. Only in our industry,
we know that this kind of problem always happening.”

(Fact 2V—R&D Manager)

However, the latest third-party audit protocols of the Tier 1 suppliers unveil that Tier 2
CMs usually remain unchecked for their social performances, indicating that both sourcing
agents and Tier 1 suppliers violate social standard requirements. The respondents confirm
that in most cases, no proper subcontractor monitoring and audit systems are in place.
For example:

“ . . . you have to have people here to monitor the subcontractor. But we cannot do
that for 24 hours to control the subcontractor, because sometimes these factories are also
far away.”

(Fact 3I—Compliance Manager)
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Notably, the interviewees reveal that embroidery, printing, and washing processes
are not considered to be main processes and thus are typically subcontracted to local Tier
2 CMs. Therefore, in the case that these sub-processes are passed to Tier 2 CMs, retailers
and sourcing agents usually turn a blind eye and do not follow up Tier 1 suppliers to
conduct social audits and monitoring activities at their subcontractors due to rising costs
and time incurred.

4.2. Goal Conflicts in Multi-Tier Apparel Supply Chains

As shown in Table A1 (see Appendix A), the most critical antecedents for goal conflicts
are economic self-interest and social standard implementation costs. In sum, it turns out
that each of the supply chain actors agree to be highly self-interested to maximize their
profits (13), while upstream suppliers bear the highest costs for the implementation of
social standards (13). The findings show that social standard implementation is tied to high
costs typically borne by upstream supply chain actors and thus deteriorates their economic
(self-interest) performance. The cases dominantly discuss that the economic benefits of
social standard implementation are higher for apparel retailers who can show up their
social accountability to stakeholders, while upstream suppliers need to deal with the costs,
besides offering low prices, short lead times, and high flexibility, to win orders.

4.2.1. Economic Self-Interest

The case study findings clearly show that the economic self-interest of the retailer
becomes visible through pressures on price and lead times, while insisting on social
standard implementation. All cases agree that these parameters ultimately determine order
winners but create inevitable trade-offs, which upstream suppliers need to deal with. Ret’s
CR Manager confirms that economic parameters are prioritized in the company, and it is
unpromising to put across sustainability goals that potentially risk the performance of the
buying/sourcing manager, who is highly price, quality and lead time oriented. Almost all
upstream suppliers complain that retailers usually miscalculate orders (over/under buying
of garments) due to inaccurate market demand predictions and flawed forecasts. This has
been described as having far-reaching effects. For example, an under buy of garments
typically results in unexpected orders, increasing the pressures on upstream supply chain
actors to opt for excessive overtimes or subcontracting activities. Moreover, in light of
inaccurate forecasts, suppliers need to deal with order uncertainties, limiting the ability to
make long-term investments and plan future factory costs, e.g., building up a solid worker
base.This uncertainty pressures suppliers for flexible and low cost labor.

“[ . . . ] we (CR) are asking for the exact opposite. So the sourcing managers want fast
production, they want things to get done on time, they want quality. They want all the
things that will contribute to what we call overtime.”

(Ret—Senior CR Coordinator)

“It can go very nicely in the factory, and suddenly there will be a month where there
could be a lot of orders, where the overtime of 30 h goes to 50–60 h, because you have no
choice because of unexpected orders.”

(Int V—Head QA/QC and Technical)

In sum, the retailer’s unfair buying practices have been described as the primary antecedent
for goal conflicts further upstream in the apparel supply chain. This was further confirmed
by Int V and Int I, who state that the most competitive price offer is key to winning
the order. Therefore, to fulfil their own economic goals, sourcing agents accept the low
prices and short lead times offered by apparel retailers however pass on these pressures
further upstream.

“Of course the buyer–supplier relationship is always based on price. During these times
the economics overrules everything else. You know, everything is driven by profitability”

(Int I—Country Manager)
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“ . . . there is a high pressure on the price and costs (from apparel retailers). So what is
happening, we are focusing more on costs rather than the processes.”

(Int I—Head QA/QC & Technical)

Accordingly, all Tier 1 suppliers perceive sourcing agents as significantly profit ori-
ented, constantly seeking higher profit margins by squeezing prices further through, e.g.,
auction-like processes. This fuels another significant goal conflict in the sourcing agent—
the Tier 1 supplier relationship. Despite the high dependency on receiving orders from
sourcing agents, the majority of Tier 1 suppliers surprisingly confirm that they reluctantly
contract with agents (10), reflecting a relationship that is inherently conflictual before orders
are even placed.

4.2.2. Social Standard Implementation Costs

All cases (13) agree that social standard implementation implicates high costs. How-
ever, apparel retailers have been described as the most isolated supply chain actor from
social standard implementation costs (9). It turns out that retailers simply pass costs for
standard implementation and compliance upstream the supply chain, i.e., to sourcing
agents and Tier 1 suppliers (12). This forces upstream supply chain actors to spend time,
human, and economic resources in order to keep up with the social standards’ requirements
and ensure its effectiveness.

“[ . . . ] so far the costs are being pushed to the factory. Retailers only recommend for this
third party and the auditor will come.”

(Fact 5I—Compliance Manager)

“They [retailers] are like, I just like this, I want this, and you just think about that. But
how I do, they don’t care”

(Fact 2V—Compliance Manager)

Given that upstream suppliers are economically self-interested and plagued with
price and lead-time pressures, the costs for social standard implementation and ensuring
compliance cause considerable goal conflicts. The sourcing agents (Int I and Int V) primarily
face costs for building a Tier 1 supplier base, which is capable of fulfilling orders in
accordance with predefined prices, lead times, quality, and respective social standard
requirements. Therefore, besides the technical audits, sourcing agents face high costs for
conducting initial social audits in order to prepare prospective Tier 1 suppliers for third-
party audits and thus support them in achieving social standard certification. Additionally,
sourcing agents bear monitoring costs for ensuring that their supplier base keeps up with
the social standard requirements.

“If you have 12 brands, you maybe have 12 different auditors here. So this is very costly
[ . . . ] So in one week, maybe sometimes 2–3 auditors come and spend the time, taking a
lot of time. We need to prepare so many documents and carry the costs. Yes, it’s stress.”

(Fact 3I—Compliance Manager)

As Fact 3I states, the most significant costs for Tier 1 suppliers are associated with
the need for implementing multiple social standard requirements from multiple retailers.
The related multiple certification and compliance expenses comprise increased equipment,
labor, corrective action, and third-party accreditation costs. Additionally, in case of subcon-
tracting, monitoring activities need to be in place and documented in alignment with the
social standard requirements, which increases costs. This further demands substantial trav-
elling and time expenses, as well as auditing/monitoring efforts on site. In fact, according
to the latest social audit reports and documents of all Tier 1 supplier cases, subcontracting
documents are either not in place, or incomplete and not prepared properly. Interestingly
the Tier 1 supplier cases argue that they categorically will avoid air-freight penalties or
discount claims (that can range between 5–10%) imposed by the buyers and thus preferably
opt for overtime and subcontracting in case of potential delivery problems, as this is more
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cost efficient to process the order timely. This even causes call-backs of workers for a second
work shift during the night, as some respondents report, and induces considerable social
standard failures.

4.3. Social Standard Implementation Uncertainty

As the cases reveal, social standard implementation in Vietnamese and Indonesian
apparel supply chains is exposed to high outcome uncertainty due to typical supply risks
sources that will deteriorate implementation effectiveness.

4.3.1. Internal Risks

According to the cases, the predominant internal supply risks include the cultural mis-
alignment of western-based social standard requirements (13), low managerial capabilities
at suppliers incurring flawed production planning (7), and production inefficiencies (5).

Respondents repeatedly note that factory workers are not willing to accept western-
based codes due to their culturally underpinned mindset and comfort reasons at work,
especially concerning health and safety issues such as wearing safety shoes, gloves and
masks, or blocking exit doors. Interestingly, the upstream supplier cases reveal that factory
workers are proactively seeking overtime in order to achieve higher salaries, causing
pressure to leave the factory for another that grants high overtime rates.

“They [competitor factories] will offer overtime and then we will lose workers [...] so no
overtime, no workers, that’s the problem.”

(Fact 5I—Compliance Manager)

4.3.2. External Risks

External supply risks such as raw material delays (13), low governmental enforcement
(6), and local and international market competition (9) have been mentioned most often by
the cases.

The most critical factor discussed is the late arrival of raw materials at suppliers. This
delay can have many causes, such as late payments by Tier 1 suppliers or raw material
delays described as further factors, which threatens social standard implementation. In
such cases, overtime is inevitable to keep up with order lead times.

“There are cases where China got the smog and fog. So the Chinese fabrics are coming
late. So there is nobody who can resolve the issue. Customers just don’t want to know”

(Fact 2V—Compliance Manager)

Moreover, the governments of both countries provide no support or incentives for
socially responsible factories, have soft control mechanisms, i.e., less frequent monitoring
activities to enforce social responsibility, keep their eyes closed during audits in favor of
the factories because they are perceived as job creators and contribute to the local wealth,
and are prone to bribery acts:

“In some cases, the factory can provide money for the authority person (during audit), a
bribery act to waive the following local requirement.”

(Int V—Compliance Manager)

Further, the “Hobson’s choice” approach by retailers creates high competitive pres-
sures, which force upstream supply chain actors to accept unfair contract conditions based
on price, lead times, quality, and social standard requirements. As nine cases argue, retailers
will simply offer the same contract conditions to other local suppliers or suppliers in other
sourcing countries who are accepting the order. Hence, all upstream suppliers confirm that
they are in a disappointing situation due to national and international competition.

“ . . . so there is a competition that has come to us. So the buyer can choose from factories
[ . . . ], so if you are not able to do that, the customer will say somebody else is doing it”

(Fact 1I—Production Manager)
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4.4. Risk Attitude for Social Standard Implementation

In fact, the most critical forces mentioned by eight cases were consumers, media, and
NGOs that specifically pressure apparel retailers to adopt social standards to their supply
chains and hence urge the need for social accountability.

“[ . . . ] the most power seen in terms of consumers was the Greenpeace campaign where
the chemical management became a huge issue ( . . . ) I think NGOs, in terms of the
platforms that are available to everyone, are very powerful, and they do reach out to more
than one brand at the time”

(Ret—Senior CR Coordinator)

Although apparel retailers have been described to be highly risk averse due to high
levels of perceived stakeholder pressures and reputation loss, they, surprisingly, transfer
the risk for social standard implementation fully to the upstream suppliers. This was
confirmed by almost all cases.

“Brands only want the certificate, nothing more!”

(Int I—Compliance Manager)

Sourcing agents (5) and suppliers (13) have been found to be highly risk averse, but
perceive high pressures to accept the risk for ensuring effective social standard imple-
mentation. The primary pressures mentioned are the fear of customers leaving and the
loss of access to the export market when failing to implement required social standards
successfully. As apparel retailers create highly competitive conditions based on unfair
contract conditions, they are able to transfer social standard responsibility to sourcing
agents and suppliers. Consequently, sourcing agents (12) and Tier 1 suppliers (13) are
forced to accept the social standard responsibility risk in order to win contracts, despite
high uncertainties, to ensure effective social standard implementation.

“The pressure is to do the (social) audit well to get the order and to give good a price to
get the order.”

(Fact 4V—Compliance Manager)

“ . . . if the merchandiser (of the factory) needs to take a risk, okay, we just confirm the
order because we like the price, but we will take a risk for the production.”

(Fact 2V—Head of R&D)

Although apparel retailers, sourcing agents, and Tier 1 suppliers discuss high reputational
and economic risks, the Tier 2 CMs (Fact 6I) perceive low risks and consequences when they
are involved in social standard implementation failures. As six cases explain, the Tier 2 CMs
merely focus on the local market and hold no export license; they are isolated from social
standard implementation and compliance responsibility. Fact 6I’s statements underline
that they are not willing to accept the risk for social standard implementation, especially
due to its costs and pressures for price and lead times typical for the export market.

“( . . . ) it’s the cost (for social standard compliance) and the orders right now. It’s the
pressure ( . . . ) in the export market you miss to include those social standard costs in
the price, right.”

(Fact 6I—Director)

4.5. Safeguards for Social Standard Implementation

Despite the conflictual apparel supply chain setting, which threatens social standard
implementation success, safeguards can be applied by the supply chain actors in a principal
position to achieve goal congruence with their agents (upstream suppliers).

4.5.1. Incentives and Sanctions in Use

First, all cases agree that successful social standard implementation and compliance
were related to enhanced reputation. Although the cases dominantly discussed that it
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protects the retailer from stakeholder pressures, all upstream supply chain actors men-
tioned beneficial reputation effects, which predominantly attract new buyers (13), but also
facilitate big order placements (12). In the case of social standard violations and ineffective
implementation, the most threatening sanction mentioned by the upstream supply chain
actors is the termination of (pre-planned) future orders by retailers (12).

4.5.2. Lack of Incentives and Sanctions

It turns out that retailers typically backtrack from using incentives such as price
premiums for successful social standard implementation, or any cost sharing activities or
significant financial support, as these safeguards are related to additional (agency) costs (12).
Consequently, based on economic self-interest (homo oeconomicus), the equal behavior
overspills to the sourcing agent and the Tier 1 supplier’s relationship and ultimately
spreads out to the Tier 1–Tier 2 supplier relationship.

In this regard, interviewees point out that the continuity of orders is critical to achieve
social standard implementation success. Despite this necessity, all sourcing agents and
supplier cases (12) confirm that order continuity is not guaranteed when successfully
implementing the requested social standards, although price, lead times, and quality from
that particular buyer have been achieved in earlier orders. Additionally, interviewees
criticize that in light of the downward price pressures, price premiums (12) and cost
sharing practices (12) for social compliance are not existent in the typical apparel business.

“So far in all this trading business, there are no incentives for social compliance, and
social parameters are pressurized [ . . . ] there is also no buyer so far who is incentivizing
because you are rated better in social compliance.”

(Fact 1I—Production Manager)

Almost all interviewees (11) emphasize that due to time or market reasons, retailers
backtrack from terminating a running order despite the fact that (major and minor) non-
compliance findings have been revealed during social audits.

5. Discussion

Given that agency variables govern the apparel multi-tier supply chain (Figure 2),
the next sections discuss the emerging opportunistic behaviors performed by the upstream
supply chain actors. Readers should note that the author decided to omit hidden informa-
tion/knowledge, because no evidence was provided that any principal is not capable of
evaluating the agent’s opportunistic actions due to lack of expertise or knowledge towards
social standard implementation.

The findings of the study confirm that the use of social standards are the preferred
tool when apparel retailers opt for an indirect governance approach to manage their supply
chain for socially related issues. In alignment with prior studies, the findings demonstrate
that the apparel retailer’s unfair buying practices create highly competitive conditions in
the sourcing market. This power imbalance, as discussed by SSCM researchers [4,27,33],
becomes especially visible through the retailer’s “Hobson’s choice” approach, enabling
them to shift the responsibility for successful social standard implementation to upstream
suppliers and accept unfair conditions for the purpose of winning the order [2]. Yet, the lit-
erature discusses social standards as a promising tool to reduce information asymmetries
and tackle transparency problems [76,81,84,97]. However, the findings of this study reveal
that social standards are part of the problem in apparel multi-tier supply chains and moti-
vate upstream suppliers to exploit prevalent information asymmetries rather than reducing
them. In this regard, recall that opportunistic behavior detected in the cases translates into
considerable failures to social standard implementation [25].

As can be extracted from Table A1 (see Appendix A), sourcing agents and Tier 1
suppliers are involved in hidden characteristics (11), hidden intentions (12), and hidden
actions (12), causing significant social standard failures. Surprisingly, the Tier 2 CM is
not considered as a performer of opportunistic behaviors (6). Drawing on code-relation
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analysis and by considering respective literature, the following sections discuss the up-
stream supplier’s opportunistic behavior and how these behaviors lead to social standard
implementation failures, allowing for the formulation of novel propositions. Ultimately,
the proposed research framework guiding this study was complemented and developed
as shown in Figure 3, which illustrates social standard failures in indirectly governed
multi-tier apparel supply chains.

Figure 3. Revised framework illustrating social standard failures in indirectly governed multi-tier
apparel supply chains.

5.1. Sourcing Agent

The sourcing agent, as an intermediary in the apparel supply chain [59], is an agent
to the retailer (principal) and a principal to the supplier (agent). Hence, when apparel
retailers opt for a mediated sourcing strategy, the risk for social standard implementation
is typically shifted to the sourcing agent [57]. This provides room for considerable agency
problems and opportunistic behaviors performed by the sourcing agent, explained in the
following [25,77].

5.1.1. Hidden Characteristics

Prior literature and the findings of this study confirm that downward price and lead
time pressures exerted by apparel retailers cause unavoidable social standard implementa-
tion failures in the supply chain [12,31]. As found in this study, this is mainly attributable
to the unfair sourcing practices of retailers [12], who are able to create highly competitive
conditions. Given these pressures, sourcing agents are likely to accept low prices and short
lead times offered by apparel retailers while promising to keep up with social standard
requirements, although being aware that their Tier 1 supplier base might be capable of
processing the order without violating social standards. Despite both sourcing agents in
this study claiming that they want to avoid subcontracting, they reveal that it is often
unavoidable in order to be on time for the agreed delivery date, knowing that this will
cause social standard failures.

“You don’t have any other option. These subcontracting activities are unavoidable
circumstances in the garment industry.”

(Int I—Head QA/QC and Technical)

Hence, although being risk averse, sourcing agents misrepresent their supplier base
pre-contractually (ex-ante) in order to win the contract and pursue their economic self-
interest [11]:
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P1: The lower the prices and the shorter the lead times in indirectly governed multi-tier
apparel supply chains, the more likely risk averse sourcing agents misrepresent (ex-ante)
their Tier 1 supplier base capabilities to fulfil the order without compromising on effective
social standard implementation.

5.1.2. Hidden Intentions

All of the social standards subject to this study require that subcontractors in use
should be monitored by Tier 1 suppliers and at least be in accordance with the core
principles of the respective social standard [44,46,47]. Nevertheless, the cases explicitly
mentioned that sourcing agents cannot be monitored by western retailers on an permanent
basis due to the spatial distance and respective monitoring costs, leaving effective social
standard implementation at risk. This finding confirms prior findings that spatial distance
increases information asymmetries [38,51,57].

Consequently, two scenarios can occur that threaten social standards when sourcing
agents initiate subcontracting activities. First, hidden intentions can be assumed, because
sourcing agents deliberately accept a contract with the retailer although they are not able to
meet the agreed conditions that prohibit the unauthorized use of subcontractors. Sourcing
agents, however, appear to be willing to subcontract the order (or parts of the order) when
they need to cut costs or meet the lead time targets during the contract. In this case, when
Tier 2 CMs are employed by sourcing agents post-contractually, they act unfairly but visibly
to the principal [67], provided that the subcontracting activity is communicated to the
retailer accordingly. This, however, leads to hold-up problems (sunk costs), because in
this phase, the apparel retailer has invested in the relationship with the sourcing agent
and is, post-contractually, heavily dependent on the sourcing agent to receive the order
timely for the agreed price [11]. Despite the contractual agreements, the cases confirm that
apparel retailers take subcontracting activities for granted just to meet lead time targets,
contradicting to prior research findings [82].

P2: The shorter the lead times in indirectly governed multi-tier supply chains, the
more likely sourcing agents have the intention (ex-ante) to act unfairly during the contract
(ex-post) by subcontracting orders to Tier 2 CMs.

5.1.3. Hidden Actions

Although all Tier 1 suppliers agree that Int V and Int I can play important roles for
social standard implementation and upgrade their facilities, there is evidence that the
sourcing agents are likely to use information to their own benefit. This typically harms the
other upstream suppliers, as they are the main mediators and coordinators between the
Tier 1 suppliers and retailers [57,59]. For instance, in light of the external and internal social
standard compliance uncertainty, first-tier suppliers are often not able to keep up with
the required lead times. Hence, Tier 1 suppliers requests the sourcing agent to negotiate
delivery date extensions with the retailer. As it is common for mediated sourcing strategies,
the Tier 1 supplier usually does not have direct contact to the apparel retailer and hence
are exposed to the information provided by the sourcing agent. This is typical in “open” or
“indirect” governance of multi-tier supply chains [33,54]. In this regard, two problematic
scenarios occur in this study. First, in the case that the apparel retailer grants an extension
of the delivery date, the sourcing agent will keep a particular amount of buffer and reveal
much shorter extra days to the Tier 1 supplier. The second scenario implies that the sourcing
agent does not even ask for any extensions of the delivery and will purposely betray the
Tier 1 supplier with the aim to meet the contractual lead times with the retailers and ensure
a good performance in their eyes. In both scenarios, the retailer (principal) and the Tier 1
supplier (agent) are not able to monitor the apparel sourcing agent’s behavior. As such,
the apparel sourcing agent is likely to delude retailers and suppliers to create lead time
buffers to keep its performance in the eyes of the retailers. This opportunistic behavior,
however, leads to considerable non-compliance issues, i.e., overtimes at suppliers due to
unnecessarily fueled lead time pressures at Tier 1 suppliers.
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P3: The shorter the lead times, the more likely sourcing agents are to withhold or
modify lead time information to retailers and Tier 1 suppliers (ex-post).

5.2. Tier 1 Suppliers

As Tier 1 suppliers are the main subject of any social standard, they usually bear
the highest costs for effective implementation [15–17,108]. In light of their economic self-
interest (homo oeconomicus) to stay competitively viable and maximize profits, Tier 1
suppliers perform considerable opportunistic behavior [109,110]. This is in line with
previous findings, proposing that cost and benefit imbalances fuel goal conflicts because
the buyer is closer to the end-customer and reaps higher benefits from social standards
by enhancing its image and reputation [25,51,84,111,112]. In this regard, Baskaran et al.
(2012) discussed that it is in fact lucrative for Indian garment suppliers to violate social
concerns in order to improve their financial situation. The study’s findings further support
that the high dependency situation of Tier 1 suppliers on receiving orders from sourcing
agents (or big retailers) minimizes their profits and causes high reluctance to establish a
collaborative partnership towards social standard implementation. This is substantially
fueled by the lack of appropriate safeguards, particularly cost sharing, price premiums,
or a guarantee of continuous orders, which are usually not existent in multi-tier apparel
supply chains [31,84]. Ultimately, this results in hidden characteristics, hidden intentions,
and hidden actions, leading to social standard violations, as discussed in the following.

5.2.1. Hidden Characteristics

As evidence shows, merchandise and production planning managers of Tier 1 suppli-
ers are generally order-winning oriented and heavily guided by price, lead times, and pro-
duction capacity. This is in line with previous research, suggesting that Tier 1 suppliers
constantly seek to close big order contracts with retailers and thus overstate their abilities,
despite being highly risk averse [2,80]. More specifically, ex-ante, Tier 1 supplier managers
are likely to signal the capability of processing the order in question for a specific price,
within a specific lead time and quality required, despite lacking the production capacity and
resources to process the order without compromising on social standard requirements [113].
Based on this, the social standard dilemma takes its course, as excessive overtime and
subcontracting are the inevitable result.

“When we confirm the order, we don’t calculate the overtime. So it’s our thing about the
planning part or efficiency part that comes to the picture.”

(Fact 1I—Production Manager)

Given the hunt for closing big order contracts, Tier 1 suppliers’ merchandise managers
accept deficient prices, lead times, and unexpected orders based on too optimistic and
flawed production planning.

P4: The lower the prices and the shorter the lead times in indirectly governed multi-
tier apparel supply chains, the more likely risk averse Tier 1 suppliers are to misrepresent
their production capability (ex-ante) to fulfil the order without compromising on effective
social standard implementation.

5.2.2. Hidden Intentions

Drawing on the former proposition that highly risk averse Tier 1 suppliers close
contracts at any “price”, Tier 1 managers know ex-ante that they will not be able to process
the order without violating social standards. This can be derived from the frank Tier 1
supplier statements to favor overtimes and subcontracting over air-freight penalty or
discount claims, which would help to mitigate social standard violations. Accordingly,
Tier 1 suppliers will perform visible unfair practices ex-post in form of violating overtime
regulations or subcontracting to Tier 2 CMs. Based on this, a hold up emerges (sunk costs),
especially because in the phase of a running production, the buyer (retailer or sourcing
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agent) is heavily dependent on the Tier 1 supplier to deliver the order on time, thus taking
social standard violations for granted.

P5: The shorter the lead times in indirectly governed multi-tier apparel supply chains,
the more likely risk averse Tier 1 suppliers are to accept orders (ex-ante) with the intention
to act unfairly during the contract (ex-post), which causes social standard failures.

5.2.3. Hidden Actions

As learned earlier, when Tier 1 suppliers initiate the subcontracting activity, they
become the actor responsible for conducting social audits and monitoring the local (non-
export) Tier 2 CMs against the core principles of the social standard required by the
buyer [34,114]. However, the Tier 1 supplier third-party audit reports and the interviewees
reveal that Tier 2 CM social audits and monitoring systems are likely to be neglected or even
not performed due to additional costs that will arise [109]. Given the absence of proper
incentives and sanctions (i.e., cost sharing, price premiums, guarantee for continuous
orders, and termination of running orders), this cost saving activity emerges during the
contract and thus translates into a moral hazard performed by Tier 1 suppliers.

P6: The higher social standard implementation costs and the lesser the use of proper
safeguards in indirectly governed multi-tier apparel supply chains, the more likely Tier 1
suppliers are to violate social auditing and monitoring activities at Tier 2 CMs (ex-post).

Furthermore, the majority of cases affirmed that mock compliance is still a very
common practice in the garment industry [23,80]. This activity promises to pass the social
audits without proper investments for, e.g., upgrading the facility for good audit ratings
or corrective actions and ensuring good performances for overtime ratings. Therefore,
hiding and cheating practices incur moral hazards to both retailers and sourcing agents
(including the third-party auditors), because these actions remain invisible and hidden
from the retailers or sourcing agents.

P7: The higher social standard implementation costs and the shorter the lead times
in multi-tier apparel supply chains, the more likely Tier 1 suppliers are to perform mock
compliance activities (ex-post).

5.3. Tier 2 CM

Fact 6I primarily focuses on the local market and thus holds no export-license, espe-
cially to avoid price, lead time, and social standard implementation and compliance risks
(i.e., low social standard responsibility acceptance).

“[ . . . ] local subcontractors (CMs) are not covered by the social certificates.”

(Fact 6I—Director)

This implicates that non-export Tier 2 CMs oblige local law labor regulations but
do not have direct obligations towards social standards [10,113]. Therefore, six cases
discuss that no opportunistic behavior towards social standards is performed by Fact
6I, although there is general consensus that subcontracting business to Tier 2 CMs is a
critical risk to social standards and responsibility. This was further confirmed through
on-site observations at Fact 6I, which is, among many others, obviously violating plenty of
health and safety requirements. This includes missing indications for emergency exit ways;
bulks of garments on production lines; entries, exits, and staircases; neglected sanitary
and washrooms; fabric cutters not wearing gloves; workers not wearing masks or safety
shoes; and no first-aid boxes or an in-house clinic at the site. In addition to that, as learned
earlier, Tier 1 suppliers usually neglect their double agency role [34], i.e., social audits and
monitoring at Tier 2 CMs are ignored due to costs and time incurred, but also because
there is little chance to enforce a social standard’s principles at Tier 2 CMs. This is mainly
because sourcing agents or Tier 1 suppliers are heavily dependent on their services to
meet their prices and lead times [113], whereas Tier 2 CMs fulfil their economic interest
primarily through the local market and process orders for the export market merely to gain
additional profit.
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6. Conclusions and Implications

Despite the ongoing massive reports on social grievances in the apparel industry, the
adoption of private social standards remains the most critical SSCM practice for retailers
to manage (mitigate) social risks with suppliers and communicate social accountability
to stakeholders [7,8,35,49,82]. Therefore, it is highly important to understand the dynam-
ics that may impede the implementation success of social standards in multi-tier supply
chains. Based on the evidence of 13 cases including developing country upstream suppliers,
this study developed the conceptual framework in Figure 3 and proposed seven proposi-
tions explaining why upstream suppliers in indirectly governed multi-tier apparel supply
chains perform opportunistic behaviors and how these behaviors cause social standard
implementation failures. Ultimately, this study clearly demonstrates that social standard
implementation in indirectly governed multi-tier apparel supply chains is a farce. Espe-
cially, apparel retailers need to rethink their perspectives on corporate social responsibility
(CSR), particularly when requiring private social standard implementation and compliance
from their upstream supply chain partners.

Therefore, this study primarily contributes in two ways: First, it demonstrates the
applicability and explanatory power of agency theory for revealing social standard fail-
ures in a globally dispersed multi-tier apparel supply chain setting. Second, this study
developed a conceptual framework (Figure 3) as a guide for industry players and SSCM
researchers by illustrating how agency variables affect social standard implementation.
Accordingly, seven testable propositions novel to the debate are presented. Based on this,
various implications can be derived for apparel industry managers and social standard
setters to critically scrutinize and reassess their current practices and behaviors.

6.1. Implications for Effective Social Standard Implementation in Multi-Tier Apparel
Supply Chains

Given that information asymmetries are naturally existent in globally dispersed multi-
tier apparel supply chains, it seems that the only promising way to ensure effective social
standard implementation is to reduce goal conflicts. The developed conceptual framework
offers several areas of actions to improve social standard implementation effectiveness in
multi-tier apparel supply chains:

The internal goal conflict at retailers needs to receive close attention for effective social stan-
dard implementation. The study reveals that there is a high conflict of interest between the
buying/sourcing and CSR departments, as price and lead-time performance prevail over
social responsibility goals. Hence, CSR departments need to be empowered by awarding a
more integrative role in product development, assortment planning, merchandising, and
sourcing decisions. This also implies that CSR managers need to be capable of profound ne-
gotiation skills and have knowledge about the apparel industry’s specific dynamics [115] to
assert their interests internally to drive more socially oriented decisions [97,116]. However,
as the literature suggests, the fundamental pre-requisites to achieve social sustainabil-
ity goals are the fashion retailer’s vision, organizational culture, and ethos, guided by
ethical principles, values, and social responsibility. This ultimately will shape the top
management’s true commitment to social sustainable strategies and practice [31,50,97,117].

Retailers still struggle considerably with adequate market demand predictions that
likely result in unexpected orders for suppliers [12,59,113]. In this regard, the traditional
fashion calendar, following a seasonal “push” approach of fashion products, needs urgent
reconsideration [118]. For example, on-demand planning may facilitate smaller batch
orders, and predefined order quantity limits can reduce over/under buy, which may
decrease pressures at suppliers. In fact, the current fashion system came under scrutiny, as
practitioners suggested a new “decentralized” fashion calendar with only two seasons and
the elimination of off-season production [119]. Moreover, the advent of big data analytics
provides promising opportunities to invest into data mining, warehousing and artificial
intelligence systems to increase accuracy in fashion sales forecasting [120,121].
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There is an urgent need to scrutinize how social standard implementation respon-
sibility and risk are distributed among respective supply chain actors. Yet, this study
reveals that fashion retailers assume low acceptance levels of social standard responsibility,
although perceiving high social accountability risks [4]. As a consequence, social standard
implementation responsibility and risk, and hence the respective costs are shifted to up-
stream supply chain actors, causing substantial goal conflicts in the entire supply chain.
In this regard, policy makers and standard setters need to be aware that social standards
suffer from significant power imbalances within multi-tier apparel supply chains.

The use of appropriate safeguards will support goal alignment when risk attitudes are
considerably different among supply chain actors. Price premiums, cost sharing, and the
guarantee for continuous orders is crucial in the formulation of contracts. These safeguards
are critical to set up a commitment oriented and trustful relationship in global fashion
supply chains [31,122], hence motivates upstream supply chain actors to ensure effective
social standard implementation. For example, the need for order continuation is key for a
supplier to plan future investments, labor force, and calculating factory costs. This will
ultimately reduce the risk of overtimes, subcontracting, cheap labor or high fluctuation
rates at suppliers.

Mediated sourcing practices can contribute to further goal conflicts and information asym-
metries. Tier 1 suppliers show high reluctance to work with sourcing agents. This mainly
derives from the high dependency situation (power imbalance) of Tier 1 suppliers to
increase their business and find access to the western export market through sourcing
agents [57]. However, receiving orders from sourcing agents will reduce Tier 1 suppliers’
profits. As such, when retailers opt for mediated sourcing strategies, “direct” governance
mechanisms are suggested in order to reduce information asymmetries for social standard
implementation [33]. Most importantly, the success of social standard implementation is
heavily dependent on developing a trustful and collaborative partnership. This indeed has
been proven to be the most promising practice to overcome goal conflicts and barriers in
the apparel supply chain [12,31,122].

Standard setters need to reconsider the measures of social standards and develop codes guided
by the study’s findings. As the study highlights, social standards are highly vulnerable,
because they are outcome oriented rather than involving and evaluating the root causes,
which have direct impact on the effectiveness of social standards. Therefore, social stan-
dards urgently need to incorporate critical performance metrics that go beyond the mere
evaluation of a supplier’s social performance. This would require the inclusion and evalua-
tion of the buyer’s sourcing practice, but also the use of safeguards and social standard
implementation uncertainty (e.g., external supply risks) metrics, as these measures impact
the social performance of upstream suppliers.

Social standards do not cover the entire supply chain. Social standards do not require strict
monitoring requirements beyond Tier 1 suppliers, especially exclude non-export contract
manufacturers (subcontractors), which are e.g. processing sub-processes. Mostly, these
subcontracting activities remain hidden [113], and it appears to be a fundamental problem
in the apparel industry, as embroidery, printing, and washing processes are ritualized tasks
to manufacture apparel goods. This is highly critical, especially because non-export Tier
2 CMs are in an economically independent position from the export market and merely
obligated to follow local labor law regulations. Therefore, it will remain a charade to
assume that social standards are able to regulate socially responsible practices at Tier 2 CMs
only by asking Tier 1 suppliers for auditing and monitoring practices. Social standards
need to make first and third party audits mandatory to verify subcontractors against the
required social standard principles. The audit and monitoring costs need to be carried
by apparel retailers, as it is typical that their unfair buying practices cause the need for
subcontracting.

Social standards need unannounced audits. The study reveals that social standards are
prone to mock compliance, especially due to the social standard’s suggestion to announce
or semi-announce social audit days. Moreover, the local governments and the third-party
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auditors seem to close their eyes for the greater good of the local community. This issue
needs urgent consideration when social standards are developed.

Social standards need to go beyond local wage regulations. In order to increase the income,
garment workers explicitly seek Tier 1 suppliers granting high overtime rates. This is
mainly attributable to the local labor law regulations, and there is a dire need to reassess
the minimum wages in Vietnam and Indonesia. Yet, social standards in the apparel industry
merely rely on the minimum wages set by local laws, which are obviously not sufficient to
provide a solid living wage [123,124]. Although it might seem that governments need to
address this problem by reassessing the local minimum wages, social standard developers
may review the compensation codes independently.

6.2. Limitations and Further Research

If complex globally dispersed supply chains are naturally governed by goal con-
flicts and information asymmetries, the question arises: which SSCM related compliances
practices, such as social certifications, monitoring, and auditing per se, can achieve an
improvement in the social sustainability performance? Based on the theoretical contribu-
tion of this study, researchers may find guidance to investigate compliance strategies in
global supply chains. Further research may provide literature reviews on social standards
in global supply chains, with the aim to assess their full scope and answer whether social
standards in general are a blessing or a curse. Yet, the study reveals that social standards
are part of the problem, which is indeed contradicting prior research [76,81]. However, the
study is limited to Vietnam and Indonesia and considers only the apparel sector. The propo-
sitions outlined should be tested in other countries and industries characterized by globally
dispersed supply chains to evaluate the generalizability of the findings. Researchers should
note that the use of agency theory in SSCM disciplines is difficult and highly complex due
to the multiple buyer–supplier relations. Therefore, exploring multiple buyer–supplier
relationships might affect the quality of analysis, as it may constrain depth in the evalua-
tion of, e.g., dyadic supply chain relationships. Nevertheless, this study serves as a good
demonstrative case on how to adopt agency theory to analyze social standards in complex
and lengthy multi-tier apparel supply chains. Therefore, as evidence shows, it would be in-
teresting to expand this study and investigate further global textile/apparel supply chains.
Additionally, the empirical findings indicate interrelationships between many categories
that could be analyzed in particular. For example, hidden actions performed by Tier 1
suppliers showed code-relations to hidden intentions and actions performed by sourcing
agents. Thus, opportunistic behaviors that emerge in fashion supply chain relationships
seem not to be mutually exclusive and need better understanding in their causality, promis-
ing another valuable research direction. Ultimately, other supply chain actors that are
critical to the social standard debate are not considered in the study, although they would
provide highly valuable insights. Therefore, this study could be complemented by includ-
ing the views of NGOs, third-party auditors (accreditation agencies), and governments,
but most importantly garment workers’ perspectives.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Key findings from case study evidence.

Main Categories
• Subcategories

Supportive Literature
• Novel Findings are Marked with O Case Companies Providing Evidence

Goal Conflicts and Information Asymmetries
in Multi-Tier Apparel Supply Chains

Köksal et al., 2017; Huq et al., 2014; Labowitz &
Baumann-Pauly, 2014; Busse, 2016; Perry &
Towers, 2013; Yu, 2008; Ron Masson et al., 2007;
Egels-Zandén & Lindholm, 2015; Stigzelius &
Mark-Herbert, 2009: Tachizawa & Wong, 2014;
Ayuso et al., 2013; Brammer et al., 2011; Foerstl
et al., 2015.

Ret Int
I

Int
V

Fact
1V

Fact
2V

Fact
3V

Fact
4V

Fact
1I

Fact
2I

Fact
3I

Fact
4I

Fact
5I

Fact
6I Total

• Spatial distance: due to their globally
dispersed and complex character, apparel
supply chains naturally suffer from information
asymmetries

X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13

• Self-interest: all apparel supply chain actors
are self-interested, predominantly seeking for
profit maximization

X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13

• Self-interest: Tier 1 suppliers reluctantly
contract with sourcing agents O X X X X X X X X X X 10

• Unfair buying practices: the order winning
supplier is determined by low price, short
lead-times, and adoption of specific social
standard certificates

X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13

• Unfair buying practices: apparel retailers
forecast inaccurate order quantities X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13

• Unfair buying practices: internal conflicts
of interest between CR/Compliance managers
and buying/sourcing managers at retailers

O X X X 3
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Table A1. Cont.

Main Categories
• Subcategories

Supportive Literature
• Novel Findings are Marked with O Case Companies Providing Evidence

Social standard implementation costs

Baskaran et al., 2012; Oelze, 2017; Hoang &
Jones, 2012; Neu et al., 2014; Behnam &
MacLean, 2011; Ciliberti et al., 2011; Sartor et al.,
2016; Köksal et al., 2018; Fransen, 2011; Locke
et al., 2007; Stigzelius & Mark-Herbert, 2009; Yu,
2008; Delbufalo, 2018; Huq et al., 2014

Ret Int
I

Int
V

Fact
1V

Fact
2V

Fact
3V

Fact
4V

Fact
1I

Fact
2I

Fact
3I

Fact
4I

Fact
5I

Fact
6I Total

• Apparel retailers are the most isolated
supply chain actors and assume low costs for
ensuring social standard implementation and
compliance in their supply chain

O X X X X X X X X X 9

• Sourcing agents assume high social
standard preparation and monitoring costs. X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• Tier 1 suppliers assume high social standard
costs due to multiple certification and expenses
for keeping up with social standard compliance

X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

Social Standard Implementation Uncertainty

Helen Walker & Neil Jones, 2012; Perry &
Towers, 2013; Sartor et al., 2016; Steven et al.,
2014; Zsidisin & Ellram, 2003; Huq et al., 2014;
Yu, 2008; FWF, 2018

Ret Int
I

Int
V

Fact
1V

Fact
2V

Fact
3V

Fact
4V

Fact
1I

Fact
2I

Fact
3I

Fact
4I

Fact
5I

Fact
6I Total

External risks:

• raw-material delays O X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13

• local and international market competition X X X X X X X X X 9

• low governmental enforcement X X X X X X 6

internal risks:

• misalignment between western-based
standard requirements and local culture of
suppliers

O X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13

• flawed production capacity planning of
suppliers X X X X X 7

• production inefficiencies at suppliers X X X X X 5
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Table A1. Cont.

Main Categories
• Subcategories

Supportive Literature
• Novel Findings are Marked with O Case Companies Providing Evidence

Risk attitude towards social standard
implementation

Jiang, 2009; Hajmohammad & Vachon, 2016;
Busse, 2016; Köksal et al., 2017; Shafiq et al.,
2017; Bebbington & Thomson, 2007; Gilbert
et al., 2011; Freise & Seuring, 2015; Hoejmose
et al., 2014; Short et al., 2016; Gualandris et al.,
2015; Grimm et al., 2016; Neu et al., 2014;
Klassen & Vereecke, 2012; Perry et al., 2015;
Delbufalo, 2018

Ret Int
I

Int
V

Fact
1V

Fact
2V

Fact
3V

Fact
4V

Fact
1I

Fact
2I

Fact
3I

Fact
4I

Fact
5I

Fact
6I Total

• Apparel retailers—high X X X X X X X X 8

• Sourcing agents—high X X X X X 5

• Tier 1 suppliers—high X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13

• Tier 2 CM—low O X X X X X 5

Risk acceptance for social standard
implementation Ret Int

I
Int
V

Fact
1V

Fact
2V

Fact
3V

Fact
4V

Fact
1I

Fact
2I

Fact
3I

Fact
4I

Fact
5I

Fact
6I Total

• Apparel retailers—low O X X X X X X X X 8

• Sourcing agents—high O X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• Tier 1 suppliers—high O X X X X X X X X X X X X 13

• Tier 2 CM—low O X X X X X X 6

Safeguards for social standard
implementation

Klassen & Vereecke, 2012; Emmelhainz &
Adams, 1999; Perry et al., 2013; Delbufalo &
Bastl, 2018; Huq et al., 2014; Yu, 2008; Stigzelius
& Mark-Herbert, 2009; Pedersen & Andersen,
2006; Walker & Jones, 2012

Ret Int
I

Int
V

Fact
1V

Fact
2V

Fact
3V

Fact
4V

Fact
1I

Fact
2I

Fact
3I

Fact
4I

Fact
5I

Fact
6I Total

Incentives and sanctions in use:

• Reputation effects for suppliers (e.g.,
attracting new buyers) X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13

• Suppliers hope to attract big order
placements X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• Suppliers risk termination of future orders X X X X X X X X X X X 12
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Table A1. Cont.

Main Categories
• Subcategories

Supportive Literature
• Novel Findings are Marked with O Case Companies Providing Evidence

Lack of incentives and sanctions:

• No price premiums offered by buyers X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• No cost sharing offered by buyers X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• No guarantee for continuous orders offered
by buyers X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• No risk for termination of a running order O X X X X X X X X X X X 11

Predominant social standard failures

Pruett, 2005; FWF, 2015, 2018; Better Work
Vietnam, 2017; Better Work Indonesia, 2017:
Egels-Zandén & Lindholm, 2015; Huq et al.,
2014

Ret Int
I

Int
V

Fact
1V

Fact
2V

Fact
3V

Fact
4V

Fact
1I

Fact
2I

Fact
3I

Fact
4I

Fact
5I

Fact
6I Total

• Excessive overtime X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13

• Subcontracting (neglected social audits and
monitoring) X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• Mock compliance X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• Health and safety X X X X X X X X X X X 11

• Compensation/wages and benefits X X X X X X X X X X 10

• Trainings for production workers X X X X X X X X X X 10

Opportunistic behaviors of upstream supply
chain actors

Pruett, 2005; Delbufalo & Bastl, 2018; Delbufalo,
2018; Pedersen & Andersen, 2006; Ciliberti et al.,
2011, Mares, 2010; Huq et al., 2014

Ret Int
I

Int
V

Fact
1V

Fact
2V

Fact
3V

Fact
4V

Fact
1I

Fact
2I

Fact
3I

Fact
4I

Fact
5I

Fact
6I Total

Sourcing Agents:

• Hidden characteristics: in order to win the
contract with the retailer, merchandise
managers knowingly threaten social standards
by offering/accepting deficient prices and
lead-times based on the misrepresentation of
supplier base capabilities.

O X X X X X X X X X X X 11
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Table A1. Cont.

Main Categories
• Subcategories

Supportive Literature
• Novel Findings are Marked with O Case Companies Providing Evidence

• Hidden intentions: intentional and unfair
subcontracting practices to Tier 2 CMs, in order
to meet the price and lead-time targets

O X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• Hidden actions: in order to keep a good
lead-time performance, mediated information
to suppliers is modified or restrained.

O X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

Tier 1 Suppliers:

• Hidden characteristic: in order to win the
contract with the buyer (retailers or sourcing
agents), merchandise managers deliberately
threaten social standards by offering/accepting
deficient prices, lead-times, and unexpected
orders based on too optimistic production
planning managers who calculate flawed
capacities.

X X X X X X X X X X X 11

• Hidden intention: in order to save costs, Tier
1 suppliers intentionally and unfairly prefer the
violation of overtime regulations or subcontract
to Tier 2 CMs over air-freights and discount
claims by the buyer

O X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• Hidden action: in order to save costs, social
audits and monitoring systems at subcontr-
actors are neglected or even not performed

O X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

• Hidden action: in order to save costs and
pretend “good” compliance for keeping the
relationship with buyers, suppliers practice
mock compliance.

X X X X X X X X X X X X 12

Tier 2 Supplier (CM/Subcontractor):

• No opportunistic behavior performed
because of no contractual social standard
obligation

O X X X X X X 6
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